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“If you invest in beauty  
it will remain with you  

all the days of your life.”

Frank Lloyd Wright



COMPANY 

Located next to the Mediterranean sea, 
INCLASS is a dynamic family company  
devoted to manufacturing contemporary 
design furniture. Through local manufac-
ture and a global approach, INCLASS 
creates innovative products in collabora-
tion with leading international designers. 
Products born with the aim of  inspiring 
modern and cozy spaces where people 

can interact, work and live better.

INCLASS range of products is committed 
to transversality and polyvalence of use, 
with furniture devised for a variety of both 
public- and private-use contexts. Our de-
signs are recognized for their essential el-

egance, pure lines and timeless spirit.



Designed by Simon Pengelly, the VARYA 
collection has its origins in the quest for a 
universal, versatile, elegant and essential 
chair. The collection is generated by 
combining comfortable seats and 
different metallic or wooden bases. The 
broad variety of bases, together with the 
extensive range of available finishes, allows 
for endless customization possibilities 
without altering the unique character 
and timeless spirit of these original chairs 
designed for inhabiting diverse settings 
and contexts in spaces for collective use, 

workspaces or private residences.

The VARYA collection comprises an 
extensive range of chairs, armchairs, 
stools and benches. The seat shell is 
available in thermoplastic in twelve 
colours and also upholstered in four 

different ways.
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Designed by Simon Pengelly, the VARYA 
WOOD collection is configured as a 
broad assembly of versatile chairs to 
complement the VARYA collection with 

plastic shells to form one great family.

 In a neutral yet friendly and welcoming 
design thanks to the use of natural wood, 
this collection has been designed for 
inhabiting any setting in both public and 
private spaces. The shells are available in 
oak, beech or walnut wood and can be 
tinted in all the colours of the INCLASS 
sample card. To achieve greater comfort, 
the shells can feature upholstered seats. 
The metallic bases are produced in 
multiple versions and are available in all 
the finishes of the INCLASS sample card.
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UNNIA is an extensive collection of chairs, 
armchairs, stools and benches with a unique 
concept of colour and finish combinations. 
The design allows plastic or upholstered seats 
and backrests to be combined, in one or two 
colours, with a varied range of bases. This makes 
it possible to configure an endless number of 
customised designs that adapt to a diversity of 

contexts, spaces or decorative styles.

The plastic seats and backrests come in twelve 
combinable colours. In addition to the plastic 
versions, the collection is completed with the 
upholstered versions featured in the UNNIA 

TAPIZ catalogue to form one great family.

The result is a comprehensive and versatile 
collection characterised by its conceptual 
purity, its fluid lines and its timeless spirit, but 
above all by being highly customisable. UNNIA 
collection have been awarded the prestigious 

design prize: “Design Guild Mark”.
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Designed for use in a variety of spaces and 
contexts, the UNNIA TAPIZ collection groups 
together all the versions with upholstered 
seat and backrest in the UNNIA family. This 
collection shares the same philosophy as the 
collection with plastic seats and backrests: the 
possibility of combining seats, backrests and 
arms with a broad range of bases to create an 

endless number of customised designs.

The seats, backrests and arms can be 
upholstered in all the fabrics and leathers of 
the INCLASS swatch card or in fabrics supplied 
by the client. The varied range of bases and 
structures is available in a wide choice of 
finishes. This allows for creating an unlimited 
repertoire of applications in a diversity of 
projects and spaces. UNNIA collection have 
been awarded the prestigious design prize: 

“Design Guild Mark”.
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NIM

Designed by Yonoh Studio, NIM was born of 
the quest for a seating collection capable of 
establishing a dialogue with any space and 
integrating into it. Wisely modelled, NIM stands 
out for its enveloping, friendly and elegant 
design. The use of wood and upholstery outlined 
with an original edging that contrasts with its 
contours bring warmth and customisation 

possibilities to the collection.

The shells are available in oak or beech 
plywood, lacquered or in upholstered versions. 
The metallic structures are produced in a 4-leg 
and rod version. The collection is completed 
with 2- to 5-seater benches with aluminium 
feet. Both the shells and the metallic bases are 
available in a broad range of finishes from the 

INCLASS sample book.
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ARC is a collection of multipurpose tables 
and chairs which feature sinuous lines and 
an elegant, timeless design. The chairs stand 
out for the unusual shape of the backrest 
that simulates an embracing arc, making them 

extremely comfortable. 

The collection includes chairs with two types of 
frame, one of steel rods and the other with four 
tubular steel legs. ARC tables share aesthetic 
features of the chairs and are the ideal 
complement in all kinds of settings. Both the 
metallic structures and the wooden elements 

are available in a wide range of finishes. 

ARC chairs have been awarded the prestigious 
design prize: “IF Product Design Award.”
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ANN is an extensive collection of versatile 
chairs with a neutral design that is both 
amiable and welcoming through the use of the 
wood and upholstery. ANN chairs can occupy 
any setting, both in public and private spaces. 

The shells are available in several versions: in 
oak, beech or walnut wood veneer, lacquered 
in different colours, and with the seat either 
partially or fully upholstered. The wooden 
version is also available with a hand hole on 
the backrest to allow easy handling. The shells 
and metallic bases are available in all fabrics, 
colours and finishes from the INCLASS 

swatch samples.
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Characterised by a sophisticated design, 
with sleek lines and essential elegance,  
DUNAS xs is a collection of chairs, armchairs 
and stools of transversal use that originates 
from the combination of two seat bodies 
with a wide variety of bases, allowing endless 
possibilities of use in all kind of contexts and 

spaces, residential and public alike. 

The chairs are offered with a wide range of 
bases, fixed or swivel, in metal or wood, and 
which are available in a choice of different 
colours and finishes. The seat bodies can be 
upholstered in any of the leathers or fabrics 
of the INCLASS swatch samples and also with 
fabrics supplied or specified by the customer.
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Designed by Christophe Pillet, the DUNAS 
XL collection is made up of spacious 
comfortable seating, available in two 
backrest heights which can be combined 

with either swivel or fixed bases. 

The upholstered elements and the different 
bases can be manufactured in all fabrics 
and finishes from the INCLASS swatch 
samples. Its enveloping contours along with 
a design of sophisticated, stylish and sleek 
lines find their place in cozy, contemporary 
spaces where one can comfortably wait, 

converse or simply relax.
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The DUNAS XL WOOD collection, 
designed by Christophe Pillet, completes 
the family of seating DUNAS XL with two 
new and original bases made of natural oak 
wood which add warmth to this collection 

of elegant armchairs.

The bases in oak wood, available in fixed 
or swivel versions, can be combined with 
comfortable upholstered seat bodies that 
are produced in two heights. The two base 
models are made of natural oak wood 
and the body of the armchairs can be 
upholstered in all the fabrics and leathers 
of the INCLASS swatch card or with fabric 

supplied or specified by the customer.

Its essential elegance, the wide range of 
available finishes and the warmth of the 
wooden bases make these chairs ideal for 
all kinds of lounge spaces for both public 

and private use.
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The ALTEA collection is made up of 
comfortable armchairs with two backrest 
heights that can be combined with different 
bases and frames. The wide choice of versions 
along with the essential and appealing design 
of the seats, allow a broad range of use in all 

kinds of spaces. 

ALTEA armchairs can be upholstered in any 
of the leathers or fabrics from the INCLASS 
swatch cards as well as any of the fabrics 
supplied or specified by the customer. The 
metallic structures are finished in chrome or 
polyester paint in any of the colours from the 

INCLASS samples. 
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TAO

TAO is a collection of multipurpose stools with 
a lightweight, essential and neutral design. The 
collection is made up of stools with either a 
wooden or upholstered seat. The wooden seats 
are available in lacquered colours or in beech, 

oak and walnut veneers. 

The upholstered seats are manufactured in 
all the leathers and fabrics of the INCLASS 
swatch cards or fabric supplied or specified 
by the customer. The metallic structures are 
manufactured in two heights and can be finished 
in chrome or polyester paint in all colours from 

the INCLASS colour samples. 
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www.inclass.es

Designed by Jonathan Prestwich for 
INCLASS, ESSENS tables combine beauty, 
design and harmonious proportions. The 
meeting point between two essential 
volumes in equilibrium generates a table 
with a sculptural outline that fits perfectly in 
all kinds of indoor and outdoor spaces alike.

The ESSENS programme of tables 
comprises four types of 100% recyclable 
polyethylene bases for composing tables 

in an endless variety of formats. 
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SUI

Designed by Carlos Tíscar, SUI is a collection of 
versatile tables with a pure design that together 
with the wide range of sizes, finishes and 
accessories available is able to offer versatility of 

use in all kinds of public and private spaces. 

The SUI tables are entirely manufactured with 
an aluminium frame that makes them light but 
sturdy and corrosion resistant at the same time. 
The system allows all different-sized tables to be 
created, from small side tables to large format 

work and meeting tables.
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Designed by Christophe Pillet, the STIKS 
tables are given shape by combining an 
original central base of four wooden legs with 
table tops in different formats and materials. 

The base is produced in two heights of 40cm 
and 70cm and is made from natural oak wood. 
Their design allows them to be used in a 

variety of spaces and contexts. 
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STELLA is a collection of tables in a 
timeless, essential and light design. Rich in 
possibilities of use, it is perfect for fitting 
into any ambience, whether contract, office 

or a domestic setting.

STELLA is available in two heights and with 
round or square tops in different sizes and 
materials. Both the tops and the structures 
are produced in the broad range of finishes 

from the INCLASS sample book.
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The MALIBU collection is made up of tables 
that are available in three heights and with 
round or square table tops in different sizes. 
The metallic bases are finished in chrome 
or polyester paint in all colours from the 

INCLASS colour samples. 

The table tops can be manufactured in bi-
laminated, compact board or mdf lacquered 
in a range of colours or in varnished natural 
oak veneer. For special projects, the tables 
can be manufactured in other materials, 

colours or sizes. 

Their versatile and neutral design, together with 
the wide range of finishes available allow their 

integration into the most diverse projects.
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NUME is a collection of adjustable-height 
tables designed for flexible use anywhere, 

both at home and at work. 

NUME tables are ideal for times when 
you need to have a laptop or tablet handy, 
write something or simply put down your 
coffee cup. The adjustable height allows it 
to be used next to a sofa, an armchair or 
a chair. The tables are produced either in 
a round format in two sizes or rectangular 
in shape. The table tops can be in oak 
veneer, lacquered in colours or in black-

coloured FENIX HPL. 

The metallic feet can be finished in a wide 
range of colours for easy integration in all 

kinds of spaces and projects.
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LAN tables have been designed to be a 
practical accessory for sofas and armchairs. It 
is an element that can be used as a support 
for a laptop, tablet, for taking notes or simply 
a place to leave a coffee cup. The surfaces 
are manufactured in mdf lacquered in a huge 

range of colours or in natural oak veneer. 

The metallic legs are also finished in all colours 
from the INCLASS colour samples. The wide 
range of finishes available allow the tables to be 

combined with all types of sofas and chairs.
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LAPSE

LAPSE is a comprehensive modular programme 
that transcends the classic concept of waiting 
area seating. The broad range of elements and 
accessories available and the special design of 
the modules allows endless compositions to 
be configured, transforming waiting areas into 
collaborative spaces for interaction. Spaces in 
which to wait or rest, hold meetings or work in 

a team in a relaxed atmosphere. 

The collection offers a wide range of 
seating modules, side units and connectivity 
accessories that can be combined for adapting 
to each space. The LAPSE programme stands 
out for the fluid lines of the different elements 
and the flat backrests, which are rounded at 
their base to form original contours in their 
compositions that allow objects to be placed 
on them or comfortably drape an arm over 

them while conversing.

The possibilities for customisation, together 
with an essential and timeless aesthetic, 
make LAPSE the ideal programme for waiting 
areas and lounge spaces in public buildings, 
hotels and offices. LAPSE collection have 
been awarded the prestigious design prize: 

“IF Product Design Award.”
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Jorge Pensi has designed the collection 
LUND looking for a universe clear, honest 

and full of essential elegance.

A collection which consists of elegant 
armchairs and sofas that are available 
with two types of arms and two versions 
of upholstered bodies. The first combines 
the upholstery with an enveloping 
wooden frame in natural oak and the 
second has a fully upholstered seat. The 
different arm types, the wooden shell 
and the upholstery are available in all 
colors and finishings of the INCLASS 

swatch cards.

The wide range of finishings together 
with its balanced and timeless design 
allow its natural integration in lounge 
areas, waiting spaces, lobbies and 

contemporary houses.
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The MARCUS collection comprises sofas 
in four sizes. Hand-upholstered with 
quality materials, the sofas are available 
in all the fabrics and leather qualities of 
the INCLASS sample book or in fabrics 

specified by the customer. 

The aluminium legs are finished in all 
the colours of the INCLASS sample 
book. The collection is completed with 

cushions in several sizes.
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The ELEMENTS collection is made up of sofas, 
chairs and occasional tables of different sizes. 

These elements can be arranged in different 
flexible layouts that can be integrated into the 
architecture of any space. ELEMENTS sofas 
can be upholstered in all leathers or fabrics 
of the INCLASS swatch cards as well as any 
fabrics supplied or specified by the customer. 

The table tops are manufactured in natural 
oak veneer or in mdf lacquered in different 
colours. Both the metallic structures and the 
table tops are available in all colours from the 

INCLASS colour samples. 
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CONTACT 
INCLASS 

Ctra. de la Estación, s/n
03330 Crevillente, Spain

hello@inclass.es
T. +34 96 540 52 30
F. +34 96 540 64 57

www.inclass.es

FOLLOW US
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“Great things are done  
by a series of small things  

brought together”

Vicent Van Gogh



www.inclass.es
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